
Making Plurals

Ash is reading some of his text messages from Hassan. Hassan has not always written the 
correct form of the plural noun in his messages, so Ash is going to do that.  Can you help him? 
For each singular noun, decide which rule Ash should follow to make it plural, then write the 
plural noun on the correct phone. 

singular one

plural more than one

light

party

bus

box

story

book 

costume

country

script  

hero

family

match

 +s

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

 +es

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

-y 
+ies

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

Ash has noticed that he has made some spelling mistakes in some of his texts to Hassan. Can 
you let him know whether his words are spelt correctly (✓) or incorrectly (x)? 

Word ✓ or x Word ✓ or x

tomatos flys

teeth holidaies

legginges shoes
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Making Plurals Answers
Ash is reading some of his text messages from Hassan. Hassan has not always written the 
correct form of the plural noun in his messages, so Ash is going to do that.  Can you help him? 
For each singular noun, decide which rule Ash should follow to make it plural, then write the 
plural noun on the correct phone. 

 +s  +es -y 
+ies

Ash has noticed that he has made some spelling mistakes in some of his texts to Hassan. Can 
you let him know whether his words are spelt correctly (✓) or incorrectly (x)? 

Word ✓ or x Word ✓ or x

tomatos x flys x

teeth ✓ holidaies x

legginges x shoes ✓

lights parties

buses

boxes

storiesbooks 

costumes countries

scripts 

heroes

familiesmatches
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Making Plurals

Ash is reading some of his text messages from Hassan. Hassan has not always written the 
correct form of the plural noun in his messages, so Ash is going to do that.  Can you help him? 
For each singular noun, decide which rule Ash should follow to make it plural, then write the 
plural noun on the correct phone. 

singular one

plural more than one

story

party

foot

script

man

costume

bus

book

family

child

hero

light

 +s

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

 +es

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

-y 
+ies

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

Ash has noticed that he has made some spelling mistakes in some of his texts to Hassan. Can 
you let him know whether his words are spelt correctly (✓) or incorrectly (x)? 

Word ✓ or x Word ✓ or x

tomatos flys

teeth holidaies

legginges shoes

box person country match

other

                                     

                                     

                                     

                                             

Correct Ash’s spellings here: 
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Making Plurals Answers
Ash is reading some of his text messages from Hassan. Hassan has not always written the 
correct form of the plural noun in his messages, so Ash is going to do that.  Can you help him? 
For each singular noun, decide which rule Ash should follow to make it plural, then write the 
plural noun on the correct phone. 

stories

parties

feet

scripts

mencostumes

buses

books

families

children

heroes

lights

 +s  +es -y 
+ies

Ash has noticed that he has made some spelling mistakes in some of his texts to Hassan. Can 
you let him know whether his words are spelt correctly (✓) or incorrectly (x)? 

Word ✓ or x Word ✓ or x

tomatos x flys x

teeth ✓ holidaies x

legginges x shoes ✓

boxes peoplecountries 

matches

other

Correct Ash’s spellings here: 

tomatoes  

leggings 

flies 

holidays
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